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Trick and Basic Drill  
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

 

A. Location:  Multi-Sports Facility (MSF) (0700 – 0930)  
 

B. Equipment Needed:  
 

1. For Event Officers 
a. Five clipboards with grading sheets and list of 

schools participating. 

b. Need Five AMOIs. 
i. Their responsibilities will be to grade the 

drill events. Preferably two AMOIs for basic 

platoon, one for basic squad, two for trick 

platoon drill one for two-man trick drill. 

ii. Clipboard, inkstick, grading sheet. 
 

2. For Participants 
a. List of equipment the Participants will need  

i. Supplied by us: Drill Card. 
ii. Supplied by them: Enough rifles for their 

respective platoon/squad, uniform they will 

drill in (up to each school’s discretion). 

Unit leader will need a sword. 

 

 

C. Event Rules: 
 

I. Regulation Drill 

 

A. Events:  Regulation Drill events: Regulation Platoon 
Drill, Regulation Squad Drill.  

 

B. Unit Size:   
1. Entries in Platoon Basic Drill must have a minimum of 

twelve (12) individuals, excluding a commander and 

guide.  All platoons must have a guide.   

2. Entries in squad basic drill must have a minimum of 
five (5) individuals, excluding a commander.   

 

C. Weapons: 
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1. Platoon:  All platoon members must carry a rifle.  The 
Platoon Guide must carry a guidon.  The Platoon 

Commander must carry a sword.   

2. Squad:  All squad must carry a rifle.  The squad 
commander must carry a sword. 

3. Either the M1 of M16A2 drill rifles are authorized.  
All members of a drill team must carry the same rifle.       

4. No bayonets will be allowed in the competition.  
D. Miscellaneous: 

1. Cards with commands may be used and will not detract 
from the commander’s evaluation. 

2. Each team will be allowed one free movement of "To the 
Rears". Each team will be allowed to call “cover” an 

unlimited amount of times. The unit commander must 

raise his/her left arm prior to using the free 

command. Failure to do so will result in being 

penalized for “Departure from prescribed sequence” 

II. Exhibition Drill 

 

A. Exhibition Drill events are: Platoon/Squad Trick Drill 
and Two-Man Trick Drill. 

 

B. Weapons:  All platoon and squad members participating in 
a Trick Drill event must carry a rifle.  The commander 

will carry a sword. The commander will be evaluated on 

its use.  

 

C. Unit Size:  
1. Squad Trick and Platoon trick will be graded together 

in the same event.   

2. A unit is considered a squad if it is has at least six 
(6) and no more than eleven (11) individuals, 

excluding the guide.  The use of a guide is optional 

in this event.   

3. A unit is considered a platoon if it is composed of at 
least twelve (12) individuals excluding the commander 

and guide.  Again, the use of a guide is optional in 

this event.   

4. Entries in Two-Man Trick Drill must be composed of two 
(2) individuals.  

D. Miscellaneous: 
1. The use of a spectator or judge as an aid to or part 

of a routine will result in disqualification.  For 

example: asking a judge to stand in a formation while 

rifles are passed about him/her would result in 

disqualification on the grounds of “using the judge as 

a part of the routine.” 
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2. Presentation to the Senior Judge is optional in the 
Platoon /Squad and Two-Man Trick event. 

3. The Drill Deck for Two-Man will be TBD entrance gate. 
Time starts when any individual enters the drill deck, 

and stops when any individual leaves the drill deck. 

The head judge will be centered on the side of the 

entrance gate and look like the following: 

  

 

 

  

 

 

D. Time: 
 

Regulation Drill Time: There is no minimum or maximum time 

limit for either Platoon or Squad Basic Drill.  However, 

penalty points may be assessed by the judges for unnecessarily 

delaying the Drill Routine. 

 

 

Exhibition Drill Time: 

1. Squad and Platoon Trick Drill Routines must be between 
five (5) and eight (8) minutes long. 

2. Two-Man Trick must be between two (2) and four (4) 
minutes long.   

3. Time will begin as soon as any member of any routine 
steps on to the drill deck. 

4. Time will expire when the last team member crosses the 
Drill Deck boundary. If a commander desires time to start 

or stop upon execution of a specific movement, he/she 

must so request in writing, at the commanders’ 

conference. 

 

E. Space Configurations:  
 

1. The Drill Deck for Regulation Platoon/Squad Drill 

will be marked and have the following dimensions: 

Dimensions TBD  

2. The Drill Deck FOR SQUAD/PLT/Two-Man Trick will 

be marked, and have the following dimensions: 

Dimension TBD 
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F. Scoring Breakdown: 
 

Basic Drill: 

  

Violation: Penalty 

1. Departure from the 

prescribed drill 

sequence 

3 points per judge per 

departure.  No points 

given for missed 

commands.  

2. Leaving the drill deck 

area during execution. 

6 points per judge per 

violation.   

3. Departure from 

regulation execution 

of basic drill. 

3 to 15 points per judge 

for entire routine.   

 

 

 

Exhibition Drill:  

Violation: Penalty: 

1. Minimum Time not met 

or Maximum Time 

exceeded.   

 

6 points per judge per 30 

second interval under 5 or 

over 10 minutes. 

2. Leaving the drill deck 

area during the 

routine.   

 

6 points per judge per 

violation.  

3. Use of a judge or 

spectator as an aid to 

or part of the 

routine. 

Disqualification. 
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Each team will be allowed one free movement of 

"To the Rears". Each team will be allowed to call 

“cover” an unlimited amount of times. 

*Port Arms, Left Shoulder Arms, back to Right 

Shoulder Arms 

 

 

PLT DRILL CARD 
1. FORM THE PLATOON  

(AT CLOSE INTERVAL) 

2. REPORT 

3. EXTEND ON LINE 

4. OPEN RANKS 

5. DRESS RIGHT DRESS 

6. PARADE REST 

7. ATTENTION 

8. RIGHT/LEFT FACE 

9. ABOUT FACE (REPEAT) 

10. CLOSE RANKS 

11. SIDESTEP MARCH 

12. RIGHT SHOULDER ARMS 

13. LEFT SHOULDER ARMS 

14. ORDER ARMS 

15. PRESENT ARMS 

16. ORDER ARMS 

17. CLOSE INTERVAL (COLUMN HALTED) 

18. COLUMN RIGHT (HALTED) 

19. EXTEND INTERVAL (MARCHING) 

20. LEFT OBLIQUE/MARK TIME 

21. RIGHT FLANK/RETURN TO COLUMN 

22. COLUMN LEFT 

23. MARCHING MANUAL* 

24. COLUMN LEFT 

25. LEFT FLANK/RETURN TO COLUMN 

26. RIGHT OBLIQUE/HALF STEP 

27. CLOSE INTERVAL (MARCHING) 

28. COLUMN LEFT 

29. EYES RIGHT 

30. FALL OUT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SQD DRILL CARD 
1. FORM THE SQUAD 

2. REPORT 

3. PARADE REST 

4. ATTENTION 

5. RIGHT/LEFT FACE 

6. ABOUT FACE (REPEAT) 

7. RIGHT SHOULDER ARMS 

8. LEFT SHOULDER ARMS 

9. ORDER ARMS 

10. PRESENT ARMS 

11. ORDER ARMS 

12. BACKWARD MARCH 

13. DRESS RIGHT DRESS 

14. RIGHT FACE 

15. FORWARD MARCH 

16. LEFT FLANK/RETURN TO COLUMN 

17. COLUMN RIGHT 

18. LEFT OBLIQUE/HALT 

19. COLUMN RIGHT 

20. RIGHT FLANK/ RETURN TO COLUMN 

21. COLUMN LEFT 

22. MARCHING MANUAL* 

23. CHANGE STEP 

24. COLUMN LEFT 

25. MARK TIME 

26. FALL OUT 
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Color Guard Drill 
 

 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

 

A. Location:  Multi-Sports Facility (MSF) (0700 – 0900) 

 
 

B. Equipment Needed:  
a. Schools will provide their own flags, flag holders, 

and rifles. Each team will consist of 3 or 4 memebers. 

There is a minimum of 2 rilfes required for each team. 

 

 

C. Event Officers 
 

3. One (1) staff member will: 
 

a. Wear their NWUs (Type III’s).  
 

b. Serve as judge for the Color Guard Drill team 
performing. 

 

i. To accomplish this, the staff member will use a 
clipboard to record their assessment on a copy 

the assessment sheet included later in this 

document. The judge will fill out a different 

assessment sheet for each team. Following a 

fair and honest assessment of the performing 

team, the judge will affix their signature to 

the bottom of the assessment sheet to be handed 

in and reviewed for placement.  
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D. Participants 
 

a. Participants will: 
 

i. Wear their SDB uniforms. If a service other than 
Navy/Marine Corps is performing, parallel dress 

uniforms must be worn. No name tags, ribbons, or 

other awards may be worn during the competition.  

 

ii. Supply their own gear. No gear will be supplied 
by staff to teams who fail to procure their own. 

This gear includes: 

 

1. One (1) American Flag 
2. One (1) State Flag 
3. Two (2) Rifles 

 

4. Optional: 
a. One (1) Navy Flag 
b. One (1) Marine Corps Flag 
c. One (1) State (PA, etc.) Flag 

 

 

E. Event Rules: 
 

1. Teams will abide by the time allotments outlined 
below. 

 

2. Teams must wear the correct uniform at the time of 
presentation. Failure to do so will result in 

disqualification.  

 

3. Teams must be, as outlined above, made up of at least 
four (4) individuals, and can be no larger than seven 

(7) individuals. The size of one team will in no way 

impact the assessment relative to that of others. 

 

4. Teams will fall in formation within the boundaries 
outlined in the space configurations below and may at 

no time step beyond those boundaries. 

 

5. Teams may call “cover” an unlimited no. of times. 
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6. Teams must execute, in order, the following drill 
card: 

 
a. FALL IN 

b. CARRY COLORS 

c. PRESENT COLORS 

d. REPORT 

e. CARRY COLORS 

f. ORDER COLORS 

g. PARADE REST 

h. ATTENTION 

i. CARRY COLORS 

j. RIGHT WHEEL 

k. RIGHT WHEEL  

l. COUNTER MARCH 

m. LEFT WHEEL 

n. EYES RIGHT 

o. LEFT WHEEL 

p. COUNTER MARCH 

q. RIGHT WHEEL 

r. LEFT WHEEL 

s. HALT 

t. PRESENT COLORS 

u. REPORT 

v. CARRY COLORS 

w. ORDER COLORS 

x. FALLOUT 

 

7. Teams must, always, remain respectful toward the judge 
and their fellow competitors. At the judge’s 

discretion, a team may be disqualified for derogatory 

or inflammatory remarks, unprofessional or 

disrespectful behavior, or any other action which can 

be deemed unbecoming of an officer in the armed 

services. Teams are required, therefore, to treat all 

with dignity and respect throughout the competition.  

 

8. Decisions made by the judge, in all cases, are final. 
 

 

F. Time: 
 

a. Teams are expected to arrive NLT 0700 and will wait by 
the benches outside the track for their turn to 

perform. Following the team’s performance, one 

Midshipman will stay behind to relay the name of the 

institution which they represent to the judge. 

 

 

G. Space Configurations:  
 

1. Dimensions TBD 
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H. Scoring Breakdown: 
 

a. Teams will be judged using the assessment sheet 
attached to this document.  

 

b. Violations and the penalties accrued to teams who 
enact them are as follows: 

 

Violation: Penalty 

4. Departure from the 

prescribed drill 

sequence 

3 points per departure.  

No points given for 

missed commands.  

5. Leaving the drill deck 

area during execution. 

6 points per violation.   

6. Departure from 

regulation execution 

of Color Guard Drill. 

3 points per violation, 

15 points max. 
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 

2020 MILITARY EXCELLENCE COMPETITION 

COLOR GUARD DRILL ASSESSMENT SHEET 

 

 

TEAM CDR NAME:____________________________   JUDGE:__________________ 

COLLEGE:________________________   ORDER PERFORMED:__________________ 

 

FALL IN................................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

CARRY COLORS........................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

PRESENT COLORS......................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

REPORT................................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

CARRY COLORS........................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

ORDER COLORS........................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

PARADE REST............................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

ATTENTION.............................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

CARRY COLORS........................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

RIGHT WHEEL............................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

RIGHT WHEEL............................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

COUNTER MARCH.......................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

LEFT WHEEL............................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

EYES RIGHT............................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

LEFT WHEEL............................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

COUNTER MARCH.......................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

RIGHT WHEEL............................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

LEFT WHEEL............................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

HALT................................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

PRESENT................................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

REPORT................................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

CARRY COLORS........................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

ORDER COLORS........................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

FALLOUT................................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

 

NO. OF VIOLATIONS (points to be deducted from total score) 

(1) Departure prom prescribed drill sequence: ____ violations 

(2) Leaving the drill deck area: ____ violations 

(3) Departure from regulation: ____ violations (5 max.) 

 

Commander Evaluation:  

Appearance, Bearing, Control, Execution, and Voice: ____/10 

 

Disqualification?  

 Reason:_________________________________________________ 

 

 

Judge’s Signature:__________________________________ 

 

 

**FOR FINAL EVALUATORS** 

TOTAL SCORE OUT OF POSSIBLE 130 POINTS: ______________ POINTS 

 

RANKING OUT OF TOTAL COLOR GUARD COMPETITION: _______________ 
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5 Kilometer Run 
 

 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

A. Location:  Arboretum and IM Fields (1100-1200) 

 

B. For Participants 
4. Supplied Equipment: 

a. Bib 
b. Water 

5. Supplied by Participants: 
a. Uniform: PT Gear and Running Shoes (XC Spikes ok, 

but course does cross road) 

C. Event Rules: 
 

Competitors will complete the course in a timely manner, 

running as fast as possible while following the prescribed 

course and practicing good sportsmanship.  

 

Omitting any section of the course will result in immediate 

disqualification of the individual, without finishing the 

race.  

 

Course Map 

MEC 5-Kilometer Run 
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Any aggressive unsportsmanlike conduct, such as pushing, 

tripping, hitting or fighting, will result in immediate 

disqualification of the individual, and a 10-position-place 

addition in the team official results if deemed substantial 

by course officials.  

 

 

D. Time: 
 

1000-1015 Course walk/jog led by MIDN Creamer 

1000-1050 Check-in with potential roster changes for  

each team, collect bibs 

1100  Starting Gun: 

1145  Course will close 

1230  Official results posted  
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E. Space Configurations: Course Map 
 

Detailed Course Instructions: 

1. First IM Field Lap 
a. Competitors will begin along gravel road in the 

center of the IM field, running towards campus 

b. Left turn before reaching fence, follow perimeter of 
IM fields for three more left turns 

c. After completing this first lap, competitors will 
exit the IM fields through the large gate near the 

western corner of the fields 

2. Arboretum Loop 
a. Competitors will follow flags and cones through a 

grassy area parallel to Park avenue, turning right 

before reaching Bigler road 

b. Upon reaching the arboretum parking lot 
intersection, competitors will cross Bigler road and 

follow the service road beyond the arboretum, 

conducting a counter-clockwise loop around the open 

grass area.  

c. Competitors will then double back along service 
road, Bigler road, and the grass area to return to 

the IM field. 

 

 

 

 

  

Course Map 

MEC 5-Kilometer Run 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kxv6URF7l-RJU8E9RvEvSJ1KaMH0Vv6g&usp=sharing
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3. Second IM Field Lap 
a. Competitors will return to IM fields through the 

same gate, immediately turning right to complete a 

counter clockwise loop with four left turns.  

b. Upon completing the final left turn, competitors 
will divert diagonally to the interior of the field 

into the finishing chute.  

 

 

F. Scoring Breakdown: 
 

Upon finishing, MIDN staff will record position place, 

name, and school for scoring. DO NOT pass other competitors 

after crossing the finish line. Times will be recorded and 

posted with final results.  

Awards will be determined for both individual finishers and 

a team competition, based upon the finishing position of 

competitors.   

Individual Awards will be granted to the top three 

finishers amongst both males and females.  

Team Scores will be determined by addition of the finish 

positions of each of the first four finishers representing 

the team. The team with the lowest overall place of their 

first four finishers will be awarded 1st place in the team 

competition.  

a. Teams with fewer than 4 competitors will not be scored 

in the team competition, but may compete for 

individual awards.  

b. In the event of a tie, a fifth member of each team 

will be considered in a tiebreaker score. A team with 

only four finishers shall forfeit the tiebreaker 

should a tie occur.  

c. All other team members shall not be counted in the 

team score.  
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Track Events 
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

A. Location:  Multi-sports Facility (MSF) Outdoor Track   

  (1000 – 1130) 

 

B. For Participants 
a. PT gear and running shoes 
b. Bibs will be provided 

 

C. Event Rules: 
 

a. Events will be run in this order:  
i. 100M run 
ii. 400M run 
iii. 4 x 200M relay 
iv. 4 x 400M relay 

b. 100M run and 400M run 
i. If multiple heats for the 100M run and 400M run 

the top 8 runners in each event will run a final. 

ii. 8 runners will be in each heat of the 100M and 
400M 

iii. Starts will be staggered at appropriate mark 
iv. Runners will remain is assigned lane throughout 

the race 

c. 4 x 200M relay and 4 x400M relay 
i. All teams will run in one heat. 
ii. Teams will hand off a baton to each new runner 
iii. Starts will be waterfall starts 

d. Each timer will be assigned to time one lane for the 
100M and 400M, and for the relays they will be 

assigned to one team. 

e. The race will be started by the starter by raising 
their right arm for the timers to see, then saying on 

your marks, get set, go! On go the timer will lower 

their arm, signaling the timers to start their 

stopwatch. 

f. Timers will stop their stopwatch when the runner 
crosses the finish line 

g. Upon completion of race timer will give their racer 
their time and will record the runners name, event, 

school, and time on to a google form. 

 

 

D. Time (1000 – 1130): 
a. 100M Run 
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b. 400M Run 
c. 4 x 200M Relay 
d. 4 x 400M Relay 

E. Space Configurations:  
 

2. Space for event will be a 400M track with a fixed 
finish line and a variable start line that will vary 

dependent on race. 

 

F. Scoring Breakdown: 
a. Times will be recorded by MEC Staff 

b. Scoring – points will be given out based on place 
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Swimming 
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

G. Location:  McCoy Natatorium (1200 – 1300) 

 
 

H. Equipment Needed:  
 

6. Goggles 
7. Swimsuit – for females; must be one piece 

 

 

I. Event Rules: 
1. 4x50 Yard Buddy T-Shirt Relay 

i. Each swimmer will line up behind their assigned 
lane and block for each of their own leg of the 

race.  

ii. Each Swimmer will swim the duration of their leg 
with the assigned T-Shirt on their body  

iii. Swimmers will need to swap the t-shirt to the 
next swimmer before they can begin swimming.  

iv. The race will be over when the last person on the 
relay touches the wall in which the race was 

started.  

   

2.  4x50 Yard Freestyle Swimming Relay 
i. Each swimmer will line up behind their assigned 

lane and block for each of their own leg of the 

race.  
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ii. Swimmers will swim the full length of the pool 
doing freestyle (also known as front crawl).  

iii. Each swimmer must wait until the person before 
them touches the wall before they dive off the 

block.  

iv. The race will be over when the last person on the 
relay touches the wall in which the race was 

started.   

3.  4 x 50 Yard Medley Stroke Relay 
i. Each swimmer will line up behind their assigned 

lane and block, the first swimmer will begin the 

race in the water.  

ii. Each swimmer will swim their respective stroke in 
the order of backstroke, butterfly, breaststroke, 

freestyle.  

iii. Each swimmer must wait until the person before 
them touches the wall before they dive off the 

block.  

iv. The race will be over when the last person on the 
relay touches the wall in which the race was 

started.  

  

4. 50 Yard Backstroke  
i. Each swimmer will line up behind their assigned 

lane and block, the swimmer will begin the race 

in the water.  

ii. Once the race begins, the swimmer will swim 
backstroke down and back (2 lengths of the 

pool).  

iii. The race will be over when the swimmer touches 
the wall in which the race was started.  

5.  50 Yard Butterfly  
i. Each swimmer will line up behind their assigned 

lane and block and dive off when the race 

begins.  

ii. Once the race begins, the swimmer will swim 
butterfly down and back (2 lengths of the pool).  

iii. The race will be over when the swimmer touches 
the wall in which the race was started.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. 50 Yard Breaststroke  
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i. Each swimmer will line up behind their assigned 
lane and block and dive off when the race 

begins.  

ii. Once the race begins, the swimmer will 
swim breaststroke down and back (2 lengths of the 

pool).  

iii. The race will be over when the swimmer touches 
the wall in which the race was started.  

 

J. Time (1200 – 1300): 
a. 4 x 50 Yard T-shirt Relay 
b. 4 x 50 Yard Freestyle Swimming Relay 
c. 4 x 50 Yard Medley Stroke Relay 
d. 50 Yard Backstroke  
e. 50 Yard Butterfly 
f. 50 Yard Breaststroke 

 

K. Space Configurations:  
 

2.) Six Lanes, twenty-five yards long. McCoy Natatorium 

is located near the intersection of Curtin and 

Bigler, across from UHS. 

 

L. Scoring Breakdown: 
1. Times will be recorded by MEC Staff 

2. Scoring – points will be given out based on place 
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Frisbee Competition 
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

M. Location:  Bigler Field and Track (1400 - close) 
 

 

 

 

 

N. Equipment Needed: 
 

8. For Participants 
a. One ultimate frisbee disc per game (supplied by 

Penn State NROTC 

b. Color-coordinated team gear (preferably each unit 
wears their unit-specific PT gear). If not 

possible, the team will bring one light-colored 

shirt and one-dark colored shirt (neither one can 

be gray) 

 

O. Event Rules: 
 

9. Each school will individually register teams of not 
less than seven players (male and female) 

a. Any team with less than seven players will be 
forced to either forfeit or play with less 

players 

10. The fields will be clearly marked beforehand, 

with two frisbee fields marked on Bigler field with 

small cones 

a. Teams will play in a single-elimination 
tournament with 15 min per game. 

Bigler Field 

University Drive 
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b. Before each game, pre-determined frisbee staff 
will explain the regulation ultimate frisbee 

rules. 

c. During the games, frisbee staff will monitor and 
enforce the rules. 

d. The final two games (game for 1st and 2nd place, 
and for 3rd and 4th place), will have an allotted 

25 minutes (10 min halves, 5 min break between) 

e. A regulation, 175-gram Ultimate Frisbee Disc will 
be used for all games, chosen at the discretion 

of the Penn State NROTC Frisbee Coordinator. 

 

P. Time: 
 

1. Games will begin as soon as possible after 1300 (once 
rules have been adequately explained) 

2. Each frisbee game will take 15 minutes 
i. A tournament-style competition will be organized 

once the number of teams participating has been 

determined 

 

Q. Scoring Breakdown: 
1. Scoring  

i. Each time a team enters the endzone with the 
frisbee, they will be awarded one point. At the 

end of the 15 minutes, the team with the greatest 

number of points will advance 

ii. If the teams are tied after 15 minutes, both 
teams will select a player to pull (throw the 

frisbee). Whichever player throws the furthest 

will win the game for his/her team 

iii. Any unsportsmanlike conduct will be addressed at 
the discretion of the frisbee official 

1. No deliberate attempts to injure or 
otherwise harass other players will be 

tolerated 
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Combat Fitness Test 
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

A. Location: Field Hockey Field (0700-1130 – 30 min increments 

twenty participants per increment) 

 
B. Equipment Needed: 

a. For Participants 

i. Full NWUs or MARPATs no covers 

 

C. Event Rules:  

1. Movement to Contact: First event will be an 880m run, 

beginning at the light pole at the corner of Curtin and 

University. Run West towards the Wagner Building, turn 

left down the sidewalk on Bigler road, left on the 

pavement behind the Natatorium, finish line is the light 

pole at the end of Bigler field closest to the Drill Deck 

where there will be a proctor calling out times.  

 

Field Hockey Field 
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2. Ammo Can Lift: Second event is a repetitive lift of a 30-

pound ammunition can from shoulder height to overhead. 

The objective is to complete the maximum number of 

repetitions. This event will be conducted in buddy pairs 

+/- 10 lbs., in order to smoothly transition to the final 

event. Blouses will remain staged during the execution of 

this event. 2 parallel lines of participants will execute 

this event, with the participant closest to Bigler field 

performing the exercise first. After both partners have 

completed this event, they will form up to report their 

repetitions. They will then move to begin actively 

recovering and hydrating in preparation for the final 

event. 

3. Maneuver Under Fire: Third event will be conducted in 3 

lanes on the field. Company will move along with the 

MECEP Marines or OCS graduates as they demonstrate a 

properly executed MUF. Upon completion of the 

demonstration, buddy-pairs will line up together. 

Proctors will be active duty staff, Company GySgt, and 

OCS grads after they complete the event. To keep the 

event executing smoothly, the next participant to be 

buddy-dragged/carried will move to their position without 

getting in the way of the current participant, and 

without making the next participant wait. After both 

partners have completed this event, they will report 

their times. Cool down and perform static stretches as 

needed. 
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SEAL Team Challenge 
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

 

A. Location:  Beaver Stadium – Gate A (1330 – 1430) 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Equipment Needed:  
9. For Participants 

a. Standard PT uniform 
 

 

 

Gate A 

Beaver Stadium 

Curtain Road 

Field Hockey Field 
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C. Event Rules: 
1. 1.5 Mile Run – Any deviation from the run route will 

disqualify the pair. Pairs must cross the finish at 

the same time. Failure to do so will disqualify the 

pair automatically.  

2. Ammo Can Press (2-Minutes) – Buddy pairs are permitted 

to pass the ammo can back and forth during the 

allotted time. Full extension of the can is required 

for the rep to be counted. If the can is dropped or 

placed on the ground, the pair can no longer continue 

to count reps. 

3. Pull Ups (Max Set) - Each individual will mount the 

bar and wait for the cadence to be called out. Pull 

ups must demonstrate full arm extensions and no 

kipping in order to be recorded.  

4. Push Ups (2-Minutes) Each individual will conduct max 

reps in the allotted time. The individual’s chest much 

touch their partners fist in order to be counted. No 

piking or sagging during the time. 

5. Bigler Shuttle Run – Cones will be set up at the 

Bigler halfway point. One team member will run to the 

cone and then back to the start, then run the whole 

length of the field and back, where they will then tag 

their buddy to repeat.  

6. Buddy Carries (Fireman, Wedding, Piggyback) – Pairs 

will line up at one end of Bigler and conduct the 

following carries: Fireman, Wedding, and Piggyback. 

One individual will bring them to the far end of the 

field then they will switch. When they get back to the 

start they will then proceed to the next carry. They 

will repeat the steps till they have competed all the 

carries. You are able to place your partner down, but 

if you and your partner make any forward progress not 

in a prescribed carry, the pair will be disqualified. 

7. Ammo Can Sprint – Pairs will line up at one end of 

Bigler and have two ammo cans. One individual will 

carry them to the far end of Bigler Field and back. 

The other partner will then repeat. 

D. Time (1330 – 1430): 
1. The first event will be the 1.5-mile run held at the 

run route around Beaver Stadium  

2. Scores will be recorded and then there will be 
movement to the Field Hockey Field 

3. The remaining events will be conducted on the Field 
Hockey Field 
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E. Space Configurations:  
1. Ammo Cans will be staggered along the fence by the 

gate entrance. They will form 10 lanes on Field Hockey 

Field which will be marked by cones as well. Halfway 

down the field, cones will be placed at each lane’s 

midpoint. At the far end will be the remaining cones 

marking each turn around point. For the 1.5 Mile run, 

two road guards will be placed by the student lot 

entrance. A recorder will be placed at the 1.5-mile 

mark to record times. 

 

F. Scoring Breakdown: 
1. 1.5 Mile Run –Score will be recorded by time.  

2. Ammo Can Press (2-Minutes) Score will be counted by 

total combined reps. 

3. Pull Ups (Max Set) - Score will be counted by total 

combined Pull Ups.  

4. Push Ups (2-Minutes)- Score will be counted by total 

combined Push Ups.  

5. Bigler Shuttle Run –Score will be recorded by time. 

6. Buddy Carries (Fireman, Wedding, Piggyback) – Score 

will be recorded by time. 

7. Ammo Can Sprint – Score will be recorded by time. 
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Corpsman Challenge 
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

 

A. Location: Bigler Field and Track (0700-1200) 

 

B. Equipment Needed:  
 

1. For Participants 

b. NWU/MARPAT 
c. All other equipment provided 

 

C. Event Rules: 
 

1. Teams of two will wear full NWU/MARPAT, flak jacket, 

and Kevlar helmet. 

 

2. Five teams will compete at the same time. 
 

3. Each team will be assigned to one of the five 
competition lanes with an assigned personal evaluator. 
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4. The teams, equipped with two fastening straps, one 
tourniquet, and one thermal blanket in a backpack, 

will go to the far end of Bigler Field, where the 

Corpsman Challenge Officer will be stationed. 

 

5. When the event starts, teams will engage in a fifty-
yard sprint, forty-yard bent-over low run, and ten-

yard stomach crawl to a dummy patient, while they 

carry a stretcher and backpack. 

 

6. A member from each team will execute a full body sweep 
for injuries, until their evaluator informs them of 

their patient’s condition. 

7. One member will treat one of six possible limb 
conditions: 

i. Amputation below the left knee 
ii. Amputation below the right knee  
iii. Amputation below the left elbow  
iv. Amputation below the right elbow  
v. Gunshot wound to left leg, mid-thigh 
vi. Gunshot wound to right leg, mid-thigh 

8. One member will check both pulse and breathing before 
verbalizing the treatment of one of two possible 

cardiac/breathing conditions: 

i. Not breathing (Ventilation) 
ii. Lack of pulse (CPR) 
 

9. After the team properly treats their patients, the 
evaluator will notify them that they can move on. 

 

10. The team will put their dummy on the stretcher, 

cover it with the thermal blanket, and secure it with 

the two fastening straps. If the dummy is not 

weighted, then there will also be an additional weight 

to put on the stretcher. 

 

11. The team will then carry the stretcher around the 

outlined running course. They will run two laps 

(approximately 2,120 feet); completing the second lap 

ends their event. 

 

12. The team’s evaluator will check over their dummy 

to determine if any additional penalties need to be 

assessed. 
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13. The evaluator will record the teams score and 

deliver their scoring rubric to the Corpsman Challenge 

Officer. 

 

D. Time (0700-1200): 
 

This is a timed event. The team with the best time, 

after penalties have been assessed, will be the 

winner. Every team will have their own evaluator in 

charge of keeping track of their time and penalties 

and providing them with information about their dummy 

patient. Penalties that are assessed are based on the 

severity of the mistake. If a blatant infraction 

occurs during the two-lap run, the team will 

automatically be disqualified. This includes, but is 

not limited to, running out of the lined boundaries 

and dropping the stretcher and/or dummy. If a team 

purposefully interferes with another team, they will 

be disqualified. The event automatically ends after 

twenty minutes. There will be an event starting every 

twenty-five minutes. The Corpsman Challenge Officer 

will have the event-controlling stopwatch to determine 

when each event begins and ends. 

*Note: No time will be spent demonstrating the event. 

Only a verbal explanation will be given to clarify the 

layout. 

 

E. Field Configurations:  
 

1. Bigler Field is a grass, 340ft by 230ft field. 

 

2. There will be a ten foot, chalked out track, which  

makes the track 320ft by 210ft. 

 

3. There will be five zones, divided with four chalk 
lines, for each team to execute the approach and 

treatment of their dummy patient. Each zone will be 

42ft wide and 320ft long. 

 

4. There will be markers fifty yards, ninety yards, and 
one hundred yards away from the start.  

 

F. Scoring Breakdown: 
 

a. For each part of the approach, there can be a twenty-
second penalty assessed for any infraction. These 

infractions can include, but are not limited to, 
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failing to transition methods of approaching, failing 

to stay within designated competition zone, and 

failing to conduct the movement properly. 

 

b. If a full body sweep is not conducted, there will be a 
twenty-second penalty assessed. If an insufficient 

body sweep is conducted, there will be a ten-second 

penalty assessed. Insufficient body sweep refers to 

not touching all parts of the body.  

 

c. When applying the tourniquet, there will be a sixty-
second penalty assessed, if any aspect of the 

treatment is wrong. This refers to tightening the 

tourniquet on the wrong part of the body (limb, side, 

or location), which was indicated by the evaluator. 

  

d. If a member does not check for breathing and pulse, a 
twenty-second penalty will be assessed. If one of the 

two checks is not completed, there will be a ten-

second penalty assessed. 

 

e. If the improper treatment for the apneic or pulseless 
patient is given, a thirty-second penalty will be 

assessed. 

 

f. A twenty-second penalty will be assessed if an 
improper patient-to-stretcher maneuver is done. The 

proper maneuver involves tilting the dummy to its side 

and sliding the stretcher underneath. 

 

g. If the thermal blanket is not applied to the dummy, a 
forty-five-second penalty will be assessed. If the 

thermal blanket is applied insufficiently, not 

covering up as much of the body as possible, a thirty-

second penalty will be assessed.  

 

h. If securing the fastening straps is not completed, 
there will be a sixty-second penalty assessed. If one 

of the fastening straps is not secured, there will be 

forty-second penalty assessed. 

 

i. A fifteen-second penalty will be assessed if either 
team member accidently steps out of bounds, during 

their two-lap run.  

 

j. During the run, there will be time penalties for 
unsafe medivac practices. A thirty-second penalty will 
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be assessed for every piece of safety gear that 

touches the ground, while the stretcher is being 

carried. A forty-five-second penalty will be assessed 

for every piece of safety gear that falls off. A 

sixty-second penalty will be assessed if unsafe 

jerking movements are witnessed by the evaluator. 

 

k. After the entire event has been completed, the 
evaluator will double-check the tightness of the 

tourniquet. If loose, the team will have a one hundred 

and twenty-second penalty assessed for failing the 

most basic aspect of the Corpsman Challenge. 

l. After the entire event has been completed, the 
evaluator will double-check the tightness of the 

fastening straps. If one or both of the fastening 

straps are not tight enough, the team will have a 

ninety-second penalty assessed for improver safety 

steps, causing risk of further injury to the patient. 
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The Pennsylvania State University’s Corpsman Challenge Scoring Rubric 
The Corpsman Challenge Officer: MIDN Andrew Horun 

Evaluator’s Name: __________________________________________________ 

Competitor’s Names: _______________________________________________ 

Competitor’s School: ________________________________________________ 

Maximum 
Time 

Penalty 

Penalty 
Assessed 

NOTE: The evaluator will start their stopwatch when the competitors first move   

50-yard sprint, 40-yard low run, 10-yard stomach crawl   _  20 _   _  20 _   _  20 _ 01:00  

Full body sweep for injuries    _______     Partial Penalty 00:20  

NOTE: The evaluator informs competitor of major arterial bleed in any limb and 
that either breathing or pulse is absent 

 
 

Applies tourniquet above injury, but below closest joint _______ 01:00  

Check for breathing and pulse (Chest Rise and Carotid Artery) _____    _____ 00:20  

Verbalize appropriate response to apneic or pulseless patient (CPR or Ventilation)   
_______ 

00:30 
 

NOTE: The evaluator informs competitors the problems have been dealt with   

Proper patient-to-stretcher maneuver   _______ 00:20  

Apply blanket for shock   _______     Partial Penalty 00:45  

Secure fastening straps   _______     Partial Penalty 01:00  

NOTE: The evaluator will observe the competitors as they run two laps on Bigler 
Field 

 
 

Staying within the boundaries   ________ 00:15  

Safe medivac   ________    Partial Penalty    ________ 01:45  

Note: The competitors finished their run. The evaluator checks patient care   

Proper tourniquet application   __________ 02:00  

Proper fastening straps application   __________ 01:30  

 Total 
Time 
Penalty: 

 
 
                  11:25 

Raw Time:   

Total Penalty Time:   

Final Time:   
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ISMT 
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 
A. Location: 

1. Bigler Field 
2. 0700-1200 (primary),1100-1200 and 1400-close 

(alternate) 

B. Equipment Needed: 
 

1. For Participants 

d. NWU’s or MARPAT’s 
e. All other Equipment will be provided 

 

C. Event Rules: 

1. Four (4) Member Assault Team. The uniform will be full 
MARPAT, NWU or Tri color camouflage uniforms. Each member 

of the assault team will wear a flak vest with a Kevlar 

helmet and a demilitarized XM-16 or M-16A1 (all provided by 

PSU NROTC). 

2. The event will take part in three stages 

i. Assault Course 

ii. Transition 

iii. Shooting Simulator 

3. The teams will start at a designated position approximately 
XX meters west of Bigler field (See Figure 1 for route). 

The participants will then be given contact front by the 

Event staff, this will also be when the time is started. 

The Participants will then buddy rush in pairs. The 

Participants will do this going approximately 5 yards each 

rush. 

4. When the participants reach the walkway about 40 meters 
into the rush, one of the pairs will post security for the 

other pair that will then cross the walkway. Once the 

participants clear the walkway they will then resume their 

buddy rush for approximately another 20 meters till the 

reach a low crawl obstacle.  

5. The first pair to reach the 10m low crawl obstacle will 
post security for the other pair who will execute a low 

crawl. Once the aforementioned pair has cleared the low 

crawl they will post security on the other side before the 

other pair completes the low crawl. Once the entire team is 

out of the low crawl this stage is complete and the 1st 

timer will stop, a 2nd timer will begin.  
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6. At the end of the movement phase, each team member will 
pick up the ISMT training rifle and from the prone position 

fire at the ISMT screen five (5) yards down range. Each 

member will have the option to zero his or her rifle, and 

then begin shooting. The objective is to clear as many 

stages of the simulator as possible. 
7. If the team is not present at their designated preparation 

time, they will be scored with a 0.  
 

D. Time: 
 

1. The event should take no more than 20 minutes per team 
 

E. Space Configurations:  
 

 
 

 

F. Scoring Breakdown: 

1. Scoring will be based off all 3 stages. 

 

2. Twelve Points will be available for the Assault Course 
Section.  

i. The buddy rushes will be graded from 0-5 based on 
quality with the main judging points based on how in 
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synch the pairs are, the distance covered by each 

rush, and the quality of the firing positions. 

ii. Two points will be given for correctly posting 
security at the “road”, with one point available if an 

attempt is made, but of poor quality, and zero points 

to be allotted if there is no attempt made 

iii. The low crawl obstacle will be graded from zero to 
five with points lost for failing to setup security on 

either side, failing to carry the rifle correctly, 

making contact with the “wire”, or “flower potting” 

the rifle 

 

3. The Transition section will be graded purely on time with 5 
points up for grabs. 

i. The first-place team will receive 5 points 

ii. The second-place team will receive 3 points 

iii. The third-place team will receive 2 points 

iv. All other teams will receive 1 point for completion 

 

4. The Shooting Simulator will be graded by the amount of 
stages completed by each team. The amount of stages 

completed by each team will be the Sum of the stages 

completed by each participant. In a tie situation, the 

winner is the team with the person who reached the highest 

level. If the highest scorers reached the same level, then 

the person with the most total hits at that level wins. If 

the total number of hits is the same, then the shortest 

completion time, including penalties, will win. Points will 

be allotted as follows 

i. First-place will receive 15 points 

ii. Second-place will receive 10 points 

iii. Third-place will receive 8 points 

iv. Fourth-place will receive 6 points 

v. Fifth-place will receive 4 points 

vi. All others will receive 2 points for completion 
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The Pennsylvania State University’s Corpsman Challenge Scoring Rubric 
ISMT Officer: MIDN Jakob Klo 
Evaluator’s Name: 
__________________________________________________ 
Competitor’s Names: 
_______________________________________________ 
Competitor’s School: 
________________________________________________ 

  

ASSAULT COURSE SECTION MAX 
POINTS 

POINTS 
AWARDED 

BUDDY RUSH 5  

ROAD SECURITY 2  

LOW CRAWL 5  

TRANSITION SECTION STANDING POINTS  
AWARDED 

TIME COMPLETED – 
                                    _________________________ 

  

SHOOTING SECTION STANDING POINTS 
AWARDED 

 
STAGES COMPLETE -______,______,______,______ SUM: ______ 
 

  

 
HIGHEST STAGE COMPLETED -_______ 

  

 
HITS AT HIGHEST STAGE -_________ 

  

 
TIME- ________________ 
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Mogadishu Mile 
 

Standard Operating Procedure: 

 

 

A. Location:  Bigler Track – (1200-1600 or 1300-close) 
 

 

 

B. Equipment Needed:  
 

10. For Participants  

a. NWU/MARPAT 
b. All other equipment will be provided 

 

C. Event Rules: 
f. Teams of six will be supplied with a weight vest 

or flak jacket each and a crew stretcher carrying 

about 180 pounds. 
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g. Teams, one at a time, will complete 4 laps around 
the track (one mile). 

h. Stretcher can be carried in any number of 
configurations if all the weight stays with the 

stretcher and is not taken off and carried by a 

team member. 

D. Space Configurations:  
 

5. Event will take place on Bigler Track 
 

E. Scoring Breakdown: 
i. Score will be reported by time 
ii. There will be a 30 second time penalty for 

dropping any gear.  

 
 

 

 


